Abstract. A polynomial filtered Davidson-type algorithm is proposed for symmetric eigenproblems, in which the correction-equation of the Davidson approach is replaced by a polynomial filtering step. The new approach has better global convergence and robustness properties when compared with standard Davidson-type methods. The typical filter used in this paper is based on Chebyshev polynomials. The goal of the polynomial filter is to amplify components of the desired eigenvectors in the subspace, which has the effect of reducing both the number of steps required for convergence and the cost in orthogonalizations and restarts. Numerical results are presented to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
1. Introduction. We consider a Davidson-type method for the standard eigenvalue problem
where A ∈ R n×n is symmetric, n is large, and a large number of eigenpairs need to be computed. We assume throughout that the wanted eigenvalues are the smallest ones.
There is a growing need for solving this type of problems efficiently. To cite just one example, symmetric eigenvalue problems usually constitute the most time consuming part in electronic structure calculations [18, 12, 6] . The original Davidson method [11] was initially designed for diagonally dominant matrices, which for eigenvalue problems means matrices whose off-diagonal elements are small compared with the changes in magnitude between diagonal elements [19] . The Davidson approach sacrifices the attractive Krylov subspace structure, at the cost of having to compute eigenpairs and associated residual vectors of a projection matrix at each (outer) iteration. The trade-off is that the Davidson approach can augment the subspace by a potentially much better new vector than the one based on a strict Krylov subspace structure.
The "augmentation vector" added to the subspace at each step usually results from solving a correction-equation. The efficiency of the standard Davidson-type methods depends on the quality of the correction-equation used. Efficient (preconditioned) linear equation solvers are often utilized to solve the correction-equations. The original Davidson method uses the correction equation (diag(A) − µI)t = −r, where r = Ax − µx is the residual vector corresponding to a Ritz pair (µ, x), t is the augmentation vector to be computed. In [19] better approximations of A are used to replace the diagonal of A in the correction equation. However, it was noted in [19] that using the "exact preconditioner" leads to stagnation, since t = (A − µI) −1 r = −x cannot augment the subspace. This led to the development of the more efficient Jacobi-Davidson (JD) algorithm [32, 14, 31] . Work in the literature has shown that the JD can be competitive with efficient Krylov subspace methods such as those in [33, 17, 36, 42, 45] . In [41, 43] other correction-equations for Davidson-type methods are derived. The JD method can be related to the Newton's method or the approximate Rayleigh-Quotient iteration (RQI). As such, it has been observed that the method can be rather slow if the starting vector is far away from the desired eigenvector. We note that even though RQI is globally convergent for symmetric eigenproblems (see [22] [23, p. 81]), it may converge to an unwanted eigenpair. The global convergence can be slow when the approximate RQI is used in a subspace method and the method is required to converge to wanted eigenpairs. Global acceleration schemes for JD have been studied. For example, in [5] a non-linearized JD correction-equation is proposed; however, the preconditioning may be difficult to apply for the non-linearized correction-equation, and the approach can become much more expensive than JD when the number of wanted eigenpairs is large. Another approach to achieve better global convergence, as suggested in [19, 14] , is to apply an Arnoldi or Lanczos method to get a good initial vector and then apply JD.
In this paper, we explore a different Davidson-type approach called the ChebyshevDavidson method. There is no need to form or solve any correction-equations within this approach, instead, interval-wise filtering based on Chebyshev polynomials are utilized.
The Chebyshev-Davidson approach is very suitable for problems where solving (preconditioned) equations is expensive, e.g., when good preconditioners for correctionequations are either unknown or too expensive to construct.
Details of the Chebyshev-Davidson method are presented in Section 3-4. Comparisons with existing representative eigenvalue algorithms are in Section 6. The Chebyshev-Davidson method (written in Fortran95) has been applied to solve a class of highly challenging problems with dimension over a few millions, where more than ten thousand eigenpairs need to be computed.
Advantages of Polynomial Filtering.
The global convergence of a Davidsontype method can be improved in a natural and systematic way via polynomial filtering. We first make the following three observations. The first one is on the well-known polynomial filtering argument: For a symmetric matrix A with the eigen-decomposition
The second observation is on the fast local convergence of JD. It is shown in [43] that the locally fast convergence of JD is mainly caused by the retention of the approximate RQI direction in the basis of the projection subspace. Assume throughout that (µ, x) denotes the current Ritz pair that best approximates a wanted eigenvalue, the Ritz vector x is of unit length; and let r = Ax − µx denote the residual. It was observed in [43] that the Jacobi-Davidson correction equation
can be simplified to Solve for t from :
3)
The right projection by (I − xx T ) and the final orthogonality constraint t ⊥ x can be omitted. It is the approximate RQI direction, which is an approximation to (A − µI)
−1 x, that leads to the success of JD. The left projector (I − xx T ) in (2.2) is crucial in retaining the important approximate RQI direction in the JD direction (solution t of (2.2)). This can be readily seen by writing (2.2) or (2.3) as
where α is a non-zero scalar. The left projector also improves the conditioning of (2.2) and (2.3) on the x ⊥ subspace-the subspace in which a vector to augment the current projection subspace is sought; but this property is irrelevant for this paper.
Note that the exact RQI direction is (A−µI) −1 x, which is the current Ritz vector x filtered by the rational polynomial ϕ(s) = 1 s−µ . This polynomial significantly magnifies the direction of a possibly wanted eigenvector corresponding to the Ritz value µ (the current best approximation to a wanted eigenvalue of A).
The third observation is that one can improve global convergence by choosing a polynomial ψ(s) which magnifies not only the direction corresponding to one single point, but instead directions corresponding to an interval containing wanted eigenvalues, and at the same time dampens unwanted eigenvalues. With polynomial filtering, it is unlikely that wanted eigenvalues will be missed, because when the whole interval containing wanted eigenvalues is magnified, so is each wanted eigenvalue in the interval. In contrast, standard Davidson-type methods may miss some wanted eigenvalues. This is because correction-equations often resemble certain shift-invert formulations, and the shift chosen at some step may approximate larger eigenvalues before all the wanted smaller eigenvalues are computed. Chebyshev filtering offers an alternative which can improve global convergence as well as robustness (in the sense that wanted eigenvalues are not missed) of Davidson-type methods.
Note that polynomial filters have long been exploited to accelerate Arnoldi/Lanczos algorithms, see e.g. [26, 33] . Here we consider a natural application of Chebyshev polynomials within a Davidson-type (non-Krylov) framework. This approach combines the acceleration power of the Chebyshev filtering technique and the flexibility and robustness of the Davidson approach.
To further explain the third observation, we suppose that the eigenvalues of A are ordered as λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ n , and that the wanted eigenvalues are located in [λ 1 , λ k ]. If ψ(s) is chosen to approximate the step function
, where q i is the i-th column of Q and
That is, ψ(A)v is contained in the subspace spanned by the wanted eigenvectors Q(:, 1 : k). If this ψ(A)v is augmented into the basis, convergence to the wanted eigenvectors is expected to be much faster than augmenting the basis by a vector closer to unwanted eigenvectors. This claim can be verified by explicitly computing Q and using
, where x denotes the current Ritz vector at each iteration) as the augmentation vector in a Davidson-type method. This is equivalent to using a filter that exactly approximates (2.5). Note that this filter leads to no gap among wanted eigenvalues, but in this ideal setting it can still lead to fast convergence in a Davidson-type method. However, a low degree polynomial cannot approximate (2.5) well. In real computations, a filter that can introduce more favorable gaps for the wanted eigenvalues is far better than others that introduce no gap.
For a subspace method applied to (1.1), the essence in obtaining fast convergence is in augmenting the subspace by vectors close to the wanted invariant subspace of A. Therefore, a convergence acceleration scheme should construct a suitable filter ψ so that the vector ψ(A)v used for augmentation is contained in the wanted eigensubspace. By this filtering we obtain better global convergence.
According to observations just made, it is essential to filter the current Ritz vector x, not the residual vector r. Note that at each iteration of a Davidson-type method, r is orthogonal to the projection basis, and this basis is used to approximate the wanted eigenvectors, hence r can become orthogonal to the wanted eigenvectors during the iteration. The residual vector r is not suitable for the filtering because, when Q(:, 1 : k)
T r ≈ 0, ψ(A)r = Qψ(Λ)Q T r is approximately inside the subspace spanned by unwanted eigenvectors.
We also mention that our own experiments, together with the ones in [13] , show that the preconditioned Davidson method based on equation (A − µI)t = r can be inefficient because of the higher possibility of stagnation if this equation is solved more accurately. An efficient correction-equation essentially should retain the approximate RQI direction in its solution. Thus, JD is equivalent to (2.4), but the x term in the right hand side of (2.4) may be more important than the r term. However, in the case of rather inaccurate solves with a fixed preconditioner, [1] shows that equation (A − µI)t = r can have better performance than other correction equations.
3. Chebyshev Polynomial Filter. The observations in Section 2 suggest that, polynomials which significantly magnify the lowest end of a wanted interval and dampens unwanted intervals at the same time, can be used as a filter to improve global convergence. The well-known Chebyshev polynomial are a natural choice for this task. Using Chebyshev polynomial to accelerate symmetric eigenvalue computations dates back to [24, 25] . A nice discussion on Chebyshev accelerated subspace iteration can be found in [23, pp.329-330] , where it is mentioned that the Lanczos method is usually better than the Chebyshev accelerated (fixed dimension) subspace iteration algorithm. Here we integrate Chebyshev filtering into a varying dimension Davidsontype algorithm.
With Chebyshev acceleration, the subspace used in a Davidson-type method can be of much smaller dimension than that is required by a Lanczos-type method for good efficiency. Therefore the filtering approach leads to substantial savings in (re-) orthogonalization costs.
Recall that the real Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind are defined by (see e.g. [23, p.371 
Note that C 0 (t) = 1, C 1 (t) = t. Recall also the important 3-term recurrence, 
As defined in the algorithm, c is the center of the interval [a, b] and e its half-width, both depend on the bounds used. In Algorithm 3.1, the σ's are used for scaling purpose; the a 0 is a crude approximation of the smallest eigenvalues of A. The following discusses certain details of scaling. The three term recurrence using p m (A) yields the iteration
with x 0 given and x 1 = (A − cI)x 0 . This is equivalent to a power iteration of the form
A little analysis would show that all the eigenvalues of the nonsymmetric matrix B are complex and of modulus one, except that those corresponding to eigenvalues of A that are less than a are mapped to real eigenvalues larger than one in magnitude. Therefore, as for the standard power method, a scaling at each step is recommended. The simplest strategy, discussed in [27] is to consider the scaled sequencẽ
is the scaling factor. This requires a 0 , but since it is only used for scaling, a rough estimate of a 0 is sufficient. For the first Chebyshev-Davidson iteration, we can use a value a 0 ≤ a; for the latter Chebyshev-Davidson steps, the smallest Ritz value from the previous step can be used. The vector sequence is not computed as shown above because ρ j itself can be large and this would defeat the purpose of scaling. Instead, eachx j+1 is updated using the scaled vectorsx j and x j−1 . This is discussed in [27] , and Algorithm 3.1 implements this scaling (the tildes and vector subscripts are omitted). 
y new = 2(Ay − cy)σ new /e − σσ new x; 7.
x = y; y = y new ; σ = σ new ;
End For
Note that the filter is interval-wise, hence no shifts such as Chebyshev zeros or Leja points are required. This is to be contrasted with point-wise filtering methods, e.g. [33, 17, 2, 3] .
Clearly, polynomials other than Chebyshev can be used for filtering. Several polynomials are discussed in [34] , with emphasis on approximating rational functions of form ϕ(s) = 1/(s − µ). In contrast, we do not approximate the (shift-invert) rational functions, but require polynomials to have desired interval-wise filtering property, i.e., dampen an interval and significantly magnify other intervals. We choose Chebyshev polynomials because of their desirable filtering properties and ease of implementation. Note that the Chebyshev filtering used in [34] is different from Algorithm 3.1, since the former requires an additional parameter ∆, which is not straightforward to specify. Another difference is that in [34] Chebyshev filtering is used in a Lanczos-type algorithm; while here we integrate Chebyshev filtering into a Davidson- [4] ). We use a natural but useful indexing scheme. The deflation of converged eigenvectors is handled by indexing the columns of the projection basis V . No extra storage for the converged eigenvectors is necessary. Moreover, restarting is simplified (as seen in step (h).6) by the indexing. The implementation does not require extra basis updates or memory copies during the restart, since the updates in step (h).7 need to be performed even when restart is not necessary. We note that putting restart at step (h).6 is better than putting it at the end of the outer loop, because it saves operations in step (h).7 when restarting is necessary.
We make a few comments on Algorithm 4.1. Comments v-vii are related to the robust implementations of any Davidson-type methods.
i) It is important that the bound upperb bounds all eigenvalues of A from above.
Otherwise the interval containing largest eigenvalues may also be magnified through filtering and this can drastically slowdown convergence or even lead to wrong convergence. One inexpensive way for the bound estimation at step (e) is upperb = A 1 ; if A is available only through a matrix-vector-product subroutine, then we can apply the upper-bound-estimator, Algorithm 4.1 in [47] , to get an upper bound. ii) The choice of the lower bound for the unwanted interval at each iteration is one of the most critical ingredients of the method. The Chebyshev-Davidson method allows quite flexible choices for this lower bound, without any extra computations. Numerical results show that the choice at step (h).12 is remarkably efficient. Other choice such as the maximum of the current Ritz values, can also be used as lowerb. iii) For the orthogonalization step (h).2, we use the iterated Gram-Schmidt algorithm often referred to as the DGKS method [10] . iv) The refinement at step (h).7 is performed at each step. One can avoid this step until some eigenpair converges. But according to [23, p. 325 ], this refinement is necessary in order to have faster convergence for the eigenvectors. v) The swap at step (h).10 may be performed by the following pseudo code:
(Note that unnecessary memory copies in the above can be avoided with some more involved programming.) vi) The noswap flag at steps (h).9-11 is used to improve robustness. This flag lowers the possibility of counting converged unwanted eigenvalues as wanted ones. vii) At step (h).10, convergence test is performed only on the first Ritz pair among the k sub − k c Ritz pairs available at each iteration. A simple loop can be added to check convergence of more than one Ritz pairs. We note that for almost all 
Compute the last column of the symmetric Rayleigh-Quotient matrix H: Davidson-type subspace methods, if all the k sub − k c Ritz pairs are checked for convergence at each iteration step and no swap procedure is included, then there is a high possibility missing wanted eigenvalues. viii) Algorithm 4.1 essentially contains a framework for Davidson-type methods based on filtering. The Chebyshev filter at step (h).1 can be replaced by other suitable filters. However, we mention that among the filters tried, including a least square polynomial and a different implementation of Chebyshev polynomials in [34] , the filter as implemented in Algorithm 3.1 has the best numerical behavior.
5.
Analysis. The analysis given here serves to give a preliminary understanding of the convergence for Algorithm 4.1. Therefore several simplifications of the algorithm are made.
Assume that the eigenvalues of A are λ 1 < λ 2 ≤ ... ≤ λ n , and denote the associated unit eigenvectors as q 1 , . . . , q n . According to (3.2) , and the fact that the interval of the eigenvalues to be dampened at each step is adaptively changing, we see that the matrix applied at the j-th step is
(5.1)
The first simplification assumes that the interval of the eigenvalues to be dampened at each filtering step of Algorithm 4.1 is fixed. That is, the matrix involved is fixed as p m (A) ≡ C m ((A − cI)/e). The second simplification assumes that no restart is used in the algorithm.
We further assume that Algorithm 4.1 is a one dimensional version. That is, in step (h).2 we keep k sub ≡ 1 and set V (:, 1) = t/ t , and in step (h). 13 we set x = V (:, 1). Then the algorithm becomes a standard power method with the matrix p m (A). As a result the convergence will be governed by the ratio of the two dominant eigenvalues. Note that the interval [a, b] of the eigenvalues to be dampened satisfies λ 1 < a. The (unique) dominant eigenvalue of the matrix p m (A) is C m ((λ 1 − c)/e). So, in the one-dimensional version of the algorithm, V (:, 1) converges to q 1 with the convergence factor,
Consider now the situation in which k sub can be increased. The simplified method turns out to have a simple Krylov interpretation. Assume that we perform two steps of the algorithm, i.e., that the dimension of the subspace is two. The first vector of the basis is p m (A)x. The second is obtained as p m (A)x 1 where x 1 is an approximate eigenvector from the 1-dimensional space spanned by the first vector, which is simply a multiple of p m (A)x. So the subspace used in this case, is
which is the Krylov subspace of dimension two usually denoted by K 2 (p m (A), x). Consider now the third step. The process will inject to the subspace a vector of the form
The vector x 2 is a Ritz eigenvector computed from projecting A on the subspace K 2 , and it is a linear combination of vectors from K 2 , so we can write
The new subspace K 3 is again a Krylov subspace. Indeed,
The result can be easily extended to an arbitrary step j for the simplified method.
Proposition 5.1. Assuming that the filtering interval is fixed and no restart is applied, then j steps of Algorithm 4.1 is mathematically equivalent to a Rayleigh Ritz process applied to A using the Krylov subspace
In particular, this means that if one generates an orthogonal basis V j of the Krylov subspace K j (p m (A), x) and computes the eigenvalues of V T j AV j , these eigenvalues would be identical with those of the simplified Algorithm 4.1. This is not quite a Krylov subspace method because the projection uses A instead of the transformed matrix p m (A). However, this simple result permits to analyze the simplified algorithm in a complete way by considering eigenvectors. Indeed, eigenvectors of A and p m (A) are identical and there are results which establish upper bounds for the angle between the exact eigenvector and the Krylov subspace. This will be omitted and the reader is referred to [23] for details.
Although the simplified algorithm can be viewed from the angle of Krylov subspaces, the Algorithm 4.1 is not a Krylov method. There are a number of distinguishing features, related to implementation and other practical aspects. In fact, Proposition 5.1 assumes that the polynomial is fixed, but the actual Chebyshev-Davidson method adapts the filters by dynamically adjusting the bounds of the interval of eigenvalues to be dampened at each iteration. This in practice leads to significantly more efficient filters. The following presents a conservative analysis: Taking (5.1) into account, we see that
where α 2 = 0 by the designed filtering (if the previous subspace can be augmented). This list easily extends to K j for any j. Letting
then the last term in K j contains Φ j (A)x with a nonzero coefficient. The filtering is designed such that the subspace contains a significant direction in Φ j (A)x. Note that Φ j (A)x corresponds to an accelerated power method applied to x. Because of the Rayleigh-Ritz refinement, there is a Ritz vector from K j which converges to q 1 at least as fast as Φ j (A)x does, where the convergence rate for Φ j (A)x to q 1 is max l>1 |Φ j (λ l )| |Φ j (λ 1 )| under standard conditions [39, 16] . This rate can be considerably faster than the one obtained from using a fixed filtering interval. The convergence for the latter eigenvectors follows from deflation, e.g., the second eigenvalue becomes dominant for the matrix A restricted to the subspace orthogonal to q 1 .
Numerical Results and Discussions.
We compare the Chebyshev-Davidson method (denoted as ChebyD) with several other Davidson-type and Lanczos-type methods.
The first part of comparison is done using Matlab. We compare with the wellknown JD method implemented in the publicly available Matlab code JDQR [14] * and JDCG [20] † . The JDCG code is for symmetric eigenproblems, the linear solver used in JDCG is (preconditioned) CG. The JDQR code can solve both symmetric and nonsymmetric problems; GMRES [28] is the default linear solver in JDQR and it is * Code available at: http://www.math.uu.nl/people/sleijpen/JD_software/ † Code available at: http://mntek3.ulb.ac.be/pub/docs/jdcg/ used for the numerical tests. Since we solve symmetric eigenproblems, it is less costly to use MINRES [21] in JD. Moreover, since CG is usually intended for positive definite problems, JDCG does not work as efficiently for indefinite A as for positive definite A. So for further comparisons, we implemented the JD method using the Matlab built-in MINRES as the linear solver. This code is denoted as JDminres. JDminres is mainly based on Algorithm 4.1 except that step (h).1 is replaced by a linear equation solve using MINRES. The LOBPCG [15] code ‡ is also used for comparison because it is a representative preconditioned eigensolver. We also compared with IRBL [2, 3] , but noticed that the IRBL code becomes less competitive than other codes when k want becomes large. Here we only report comparisons with JDQR, JDCG, JDminres and LOBPCG.
For the test examples listed in Tables 6.1-6.3, we compute the k want smallest eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The maximum subspace dimension is fixed at 2 * k want for all methods, except that for LOBPCG it is 3 * k want . The silicon quantum dot models are available from the University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection § . Figure  6 .1 shows the sparsity structure of two test matrices used in Table 6 .1 and Table 6 .2. The accuracy is reported as AV −V D / A 1 , where the diagonal of D contains the k want converged eigenvalues, and V contains the corresponding eigenvectors. The relative convergence tolerance is set to 10 −10 for all methods. For each test problem, the computed eigenvalues are cross validated, i.e., we compute the maximum difference of the eigenvalues computed by different methods. All the differences are found to be less than order 10 −10 . Initial vector is set as ones(n, 1) for all methods, so that the initial direction is not biased for a certain method. The LOBPCG requires additional k want − 1 vectors for the initial block, for which random vectors are used.
In each table, '#iter' counts the total number of the outer loop, '#mvp' is the number of matrix-vector products, and '#max le solve' is the maximum inner iteration number for the linear equation solve by MINRES in JDminres. For JDQR, help jdqr indicates where #iter and #mvp are stored, but the observed output values from history(:,2) for #iter seem incompatible with the expected values. It is possible ‡ Code available at: http://www-math.cudenver.edu/~aknyazev/software/CG/toward/lobpcg.m § http://www.cise.ufl.edu/research/sparse/matrices/ that history(:,2) stores both the outer iteration count as well as the inner iteration count, since the resulting number is often much larger than that of JDminres and JDCG. We report #iter for JDQR only for reference, and put a (-) sign to signal the difference. The #mvp for LOBPCG is reported by #iter times the block size (which is k want in LOBPCG). All the Matlab numerical experiments are performed on an AMD PC with dual Opteron 2.6GHz CPU and 8GB RAM. One of the CPU is dedicated to the computation. The OS is Red Hat EL4 Linux with kernel version 2.6.9. We use Matlab version 7.2 (R2006a) for the computations. Note that JDCG and LOBPCG both have a preconditioned CG solver included. However, for the symmetric indefinite problems in Tables 6.1-6.3 (and other test problems not reported here), our experiments showed that both methods work better than their "preconditioned" counterparts with a standard preconditioner such as the incomplete LU. Moreover, for these indefinite problems, it is not clear what preconditioners can be used to accelerate the preconditioned CG solves. Therefore we report comparisons with JDCG and LOBPCG without preconditioned solves. The examples show that in situations where preconditioners are hard to obtain, approaches not relying on solving correction-equations have a clear advantage and can provide effective alternatives.
We recall that the "preconditioning" concept for eigenproblems is quite different from preconditioning for linear equations. The latter tries to reduce the eigenvalue gaps to make the condition number close to 1, while the former tries to introduce more favorable gaps for wanted eigenvalues. This is why in eigenvalue problems, the preconditioned linear solvers are often applied to correction equations which leads to techniques that exploit shift-and-invert. In essence, a natural "preconditioner" for an eigenvalue problem is a filter that can transform the spectrum in a desired way so as to increase eigenvalue gaps. This "preconditioning" may not need a preconditioned linear solver. In the Chebyshev-Davidson method, we realize the "preconditioning" by dynamically constructing Chebyshev filters to filter the spectrum so that gaps among wanted eigenvalues are properly magnified.
The reported results of ChebyD are typical for the Chebyshev-Davidson method. For all the test runs, it is rather straightforward to select the polynomial degree m. The effect of a varying degree m is illustrated in Figure 6 .2. As seen from this figure, with m increasing (before it becomes unnecessarily large), the number of iteration decreases, the number of matrix-vector products increases, and the CPU time decreases. Note that the CPU time difference for m from 26 to 47 is not large. The test matrices are the Si 10 H 16 and Si 34 H 36 silicon quantum dots, but we note that similar behavior is observed for a large number of other test models. In Tables 6.1 The numerical results in Tables 6.1-6.3 and Figure 6 .2 also show that a smaller #mvp count does not necessarily imply smaller CPU time. Eigenvalue algorithms may require substantial amounts of work not related to matrix-vector products. E.g, in Figure 6 .2, #mvp increases with m increasing, but because #iter decreases, there is less reorthogonalization cost involved, this explains why the CPU time decreases as m increases. As pointed out in [30] , for large sparse eigenproblems where a large number of eigenpairs need to be computed, the total cost can be dominated by the reorthogonalization cost.
Regarding global convergence, Figure 6 .3 shows one example where convergence of Chebyshev-Davidson is much faster than that of the standard JD. However, we would like to mention that for symmetric eigenproblems, JD often has good global convergence. For the same example as in Figure 6 .3, a fine-tuned value of #max le solve for JDminres can make the global convergence of ChebyD and JDminres become similar.
The Chebyshev-Davidson algorithm is also implemented in Fortran95, its parallel version has been integrated into an electronic structure calculation package called PARSEC (Pseudopotetial Algorithm for Real-Space Electronic Calculations). PAR-SEC uses real-space pseudo-potential implementation of Density Functional Theory methods. The original ideas behind PARSEC date back to the early 1990s [8, 9] . Originally, PARSEC had three diagonalization methods: A preconditioned Davidson method [29, 35] called Diagla; the symmetric eigensolver from ARPACK [33, 17] ; and the Thick-Restart Lanczos method (TRLan) [40, 42] . Chebyshev-Davidson was subsequently integrated into PARSEC (around October 2005). Due to its efficiency and robustness, it was quickly adopted as the default eigensolver by our collaborators in material science. In the latest version of PARSEC, a true diagonalization is performed only at the first step of the self-consistent loop, after which diagonalizations are replaced by a nonlinear Chebyshev-Filtered-Subspace (CheFS) method [47, 46] . Nevertheless, the first diagonalization step can still be highly challenging. This is because a relatively complex material systems can contain several thousand atoms, in which case the dimension of the discretized Hamiltonians can easily exceed several millions. Even more challenging is the fact that the number of eigenpairs needed is proportional to the number of valence electrons in the atoms, which commonly exceeds several thousand. In these cases, high memory demand is clearly a concern. Moreover, eigenvalue algorithms that are efficient for exterior eigenvalues can have problem converging for interior eigenvalues. Physical significance of the numerical results are discussed in [37, 38] . In [37] we report the largest iron-cluster first principle DFT simulations that have been published. The results are used to clarify a decade-old controversy regarding the dependence of magnetic moment with the size of iron clusters. As to first principles DFT calculations on silicon nanocrystals, previously reported results seem not have gone beyond 2000 atoms; in contrast, we were able to do first principle calculations on a sequence of silicon nanocrystals with up to 10,000 atoms [46, 7] .
Although success in these challenging DFT calculations depends more on the nonlinear CheFS method, we must mention that the Chebyshev-Davidson method plays a crucial role in the computations since it provides the CheFS method with a desired initial subspace. A suitable initial subspace can substantially reduce the number of iterations required by the CheFS method to reach self-consistency (convergence).
The other three eigensolvers (Diagla, ARPACK, and TRLan) in PARSEC were also used for computing initial subspaces, but we noticed that they became not practical for the largest material systems in Table 6 .4, in terms of both memory requirement and convergence speed. In comparison, Diagla is quite efficient when n and k want are moderate, but it becomes slower than ARPACK and TRLan when n and k want become large. TRLan is the fastest among these three solvers, it is observed in [47] to be about twice faster than ARPACK because of the reduced reorthogonalization. But both TRLan and ARPACK require too large memory because of the requirement that the maximum subspace dimension be around 2k want .
To address the huge memory demand related to standard restart when n and k want are large, we introduced an inner-outer restart technique into the ChebyshevDavidson algorithm. The outer restart is the same as the standard restart, but the inner restart corresponds to a standard restart restricted to an inner subspace with dimension much smaller than k want . This reduces the maximum dimension of the outer subspace from 2k want to k want . Therefore Chebyshev-Davidson requires about half the memory as required by a method with only standard restart. It did not have memory requirement problem for all the materials reported in Table 6 . 4 . More details about the inner-outer restart may be found in [44] .
As to CPU time comparison, we compared Chebyshev-Davidson with TRLan on the two smallest nanocrystals in Table 6 .4. Using the same number of CPU nodes, TRLan spent 8.65 CPU hours on Si 2713 H 828 and 34.99 CPU hours on Si 4001 H 1012 for the first step diagonalization. The comparison is not completely fair since we employed an additional trick in Chebyshev-Davidson, which corresponds to a subspace filtering step so that the last few basis vectors are only approximate eigenvectors. The number of these vectors not converged to full accuracy is bounded above by the dimension of the inner subspace used for inner restart. It is rather straightforward to add this subspace filtering step inside a Davidson-type iteration. Both this trick and the inner-outer restart are due to the remarkable flexibility of a Davidson-type method in adjusting basis vectors. A Lanczos-type method does not have this flexibility because of the need to keep a Krylov structure. In TRLan all the basis vectors are converged to the same full accuracy, which can be too costly since high accuracy is often not necessary for the last few vectors in the subspace, especially when the diagonalization is performed at the first step of the self-consistent loop to provide an initial subspace.
We also mention that the adaptive Chebyshev filter (based on [26, 27] ) and the choice of bounds to achieve efficient filtering, as presented in this paper, are essential to the development of the nonlinear CheFSI method in [47, 46] . Advantages of the Chebyshev filtering approach includes not requiring correction-equations (hence no preconditioned linear solves are necessary), and robust global convergence because of the interval-wise filtering. The Chebyshev filters are easily controllable within the Davidson-type framework, thus they can be conveniently tuned to filter the full spectrum in the desired way to accelerate global convergence.
